
Lakeland Queen

www.lakelandqueen.com

Lake Rotorua Cruise & Dining Experience
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Lake Rotorua

• Central North Island of NZ

• 3 hour drive or 45min flight Auckland

• Rotorua Lakefront

• 5 minutes from Rotorua CBD

The Lakeland Queen is located in the geothermal wonderland of Rotorua 
in the North Island of New Zealand. Operating daily from the Rotorua 

Lake front on the CBD fringe within easy access to the cities various 
accommodation options.

Lakeland Queen, an iconic stern wheel paddle-driven vessel, is the only 
cruise and dine experience of its kind operating on Lake Rotorua – a 
beautiful lake with its own unique geothermal features, natural wonders 
and unique landscapes.

We offer a commissionable dining product and activity in one, providing 
the opportunity to create an itinerary with a difference with a lake dining 
cruise while still allowing time for various morning and afternoon activities.

Welcome to 
the Lakeland Queen

Lake Rotorua’s 
only cruise & dine 

experience
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Dining
 and activity 

experience in one

Lakeland Queen
NZ’s only stern wheel paddle-driven vessel

The Lakeland Queen offers 
a relaxing scenic cruise

• Passengers can move freely

• Wide numerous windows

• Comfortable seating

• Photo opportunites

• Outdoor viewing platforms

Known as The Lady of the lake, the Lakeland Queen is a truly unique vessel 
modelled on other paddle driven river cruise vessels from around the world but 
designed and engineered specifically to operate on Lake Rotorua. The gentle pace 
of the paddle allows for a relaxing scenic cruise with passengers able to move freely 
about the vessel. 

The internal layout and furnishings are designed with comfort in mind while 
maintaining its historic integrity. Wide and numerous windows allow passengers 
to take in the best scenic viewing opportunities while outdoor viewing platforms 
provide photo opportunities and chance to get up close and personal with the lakes 
unique landscapes.

The on-board kitchen allows fresh preparation of meals prior to each cruise and 
special dietary requirements if requested. With two deck levels, each level offers full 
restroom facilities, an outdoor viewing platform and full bar service able to cater for 
up to 210 guests seated.
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SULPHUR BAY

Mokia Island

Kawaha Point

Ohinemutu

Steeped in cultural history this 
island is also a sanctuary for 
many endangered wildlife.

Mystifying geothermal area with milky 
white lake water & geothermal steam 
vents along the coastline.

Beautiful residential suburb of 
Rotorua with homes located on 
the lakes edge.

A living Maori village and home to 
the historic Tudor style St Faiths 
Church.

Address: Lakeland Queen,Memorial Drive
            Ohinemutu,Rotorua, New Zealand.

Cruise Highlights

Lake Rotorua is a beautiful lake with its own unique geothermal 
features, natural wonders and unique landscapes. The Lakeland 
Queen cruise captures the very best of these during its various 1 
hour cruise and dining experiences.

Enjoy spectacular views only accessible by boat including the 
mystifying geothermal area of Sulphur Bay with is milky white 
lake water and geothermal steam vents along the shore line, the 
bird sanctuary volcanic rock dome known as Mokoia Island and 
reflective views of the city centre.

Full commentary is provided during the cruise to highlight the 
key Lake Rotorua landmarks, history and cultural significance of 
the area. A relaxing scenic cruise that is uniquely Rotorua.
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• Rather than the standard breakfast options a Lakeland 
Queen cruise offers a unique difference and added value 
to your itinerary your customers will enjoy

• Kiwiana Breakfast menu celebrates the unique flavours 
of New Zealand with the use of local native herbs such 
as Horopito (pepper tree) and Kawa Kawa (famous for 
medicinal purposes) for culinary seasoning

• Full buffet breakfast options include hot mains, continental 
and fresh fruits and juice

• Combine a dining and attraction experience in one

Create an itinerary with a difference

• Departing at midday this option sits nicely in 
between morning and afternoon activities while 
still offering a unique dining experience able to be 
promoted in packages as an extra listed activity 
adding value to your offering.

• Lunch menu selections reflect the seasons with full 
bar service available to enjoy our range of New 
Zealand wines or beers

• Combine a dining and attraction experience in one

A unique lunch experience

Breakfast A beautiful way to start the day in Rotorua 
with breakfast on the lake as the sun 
rises and morning mist settles on the 
water, allowing spectacular views of the 
surrounding landscape.

Daily Schedule: Depart 7am or 8am

Cruise Duration: 1 Hour

LunchOur most popular cruise and is favoured 
by many groups as it provides the perfect 
option to relax and break up a busy day of 
activities. 

Daily Schedule: Depart 12pm or 1pm
Cruise Duration: 1 Hour
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Relax with a classic kiwi BBQ style dinner

• A dining option with a point of difference providing your 
group the chance to experience the BBQ meal style dinner 
that is popular with New Zealanders and regularly enjoyed by 
their families.

• BBQ menu includes flame grilled meat, accompanied with 
fresh New Zealand style salads and fresh fruits while cruising 
Lake Rotorua

• Full bar service available to relax and enjoy our range of New 
Zealand beers and wines and enjoy the sunset

• Combine a dining and attraction experience in one

Other Cruise Options & Combo Packages

The Lakeland Queen offers a fantastic venue with a 
difference that can be used for tailored or exclusive 
cruise options. We offer a range of other options for 
you to consider:

• Morning / Afternoon tea cruise (10am / 3pm)

• Themed events

• Special interest groups

• Incentive groups

• Exclusive hire for special occasions

• Cultural performance options

Combo packages
are available with:

• Agrodome

• Rainbow Springs

• Hells Gate

Perfect way to relax after a busy day with a 
classic kiwi BBQ style dinner with a difference 
on board the Lakeland Queen as the sun sets 
over the lake offering stunning twilight views.

Dinner
Daily Schedule: Depart 6pm
Cruise Curation: 1 Hour
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Address：Lakefront, Memorial Drive, Rotorua, New Zealand
Phone：+64 7 3480265

Fax：+64 7 3480267
www.lakelandqueen.com


